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Our Presentation
●
●
●

General Comments on the Residential Exemption
Discussion of Effects on Lexington
Conclusions and Recommendations
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What is the Residential Exemption?
●

Local option property tax exemption.

●

Applies to all owner-occupied properties.

●

Tax rate increases to make the exemption revenue-neutral

●

All residential taxpayers pay the higher tax rate, but only owner-occupied
properties receive the exemption.

●

Commercial properties not affected.
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This is a local property tax option to provide an exemption to all owner-occupied
homes. Properties that are not owner-occupied do not qualify. The decision to
adopt this option is made by the Selectmen at the annual Tax Classification
Hearing.
In order to keep the exemption revenue-neutral, the tax rate is increased. All
residential parcels are taxed at the new, higher rate, but only owner-occupied
homes receive the exemption.
The effect is to reduce taxes on owner-occupied homes with valuations below a
break-even point, and to increase taxes on homes above the break-even point.
All residential properties that are not owner-occupied will also receive a tax
increase.
Commercial properties are unaffected by the residential exemption.

How much is the exemption?
●

0% to 35% of the Town’s average residential parcel.

●

Fixed dollar amount is deducted from each eligible
property assessment.
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The exemption amount is based on a percentage of the Town’s average
residential assessment. The Selectmen choose a factor between 0% and 35% of
the average residential assessment and the resulting number becomes a fixed
dollar amount that is deducted uniformly from the assessments of each eligible
property before tax rate is applied.

Impacts by Property Type
Tax Decrease
● Owner-occupied homes valued below the break-even point
Tax Increase
● Owner-occupied homes valued above the break-even point
●

All non-owner-occupied properties
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All owner-occupied homes below the break-even see a decrease
Properties seeing an increase are owner-occupied homes with valuations above
the break-even point and all non-owner-occupied properties.
A non-owner occupied property is any residentially zoned parcel that is not the
primary residence of the owner. Included are apartment buildings, (but not
individual owner-occupied condo units), second homes, rented-out homes,
homes belonging to relatives who don’t live there, homes in trusts without a
beneficial interest or life estate for the resident (such as the so-called Medicaid
Trusts), side lots and undeveloped residential land. Multi-family homes where
one unit is the primary residence of the owner, however, are considered
owner-occupied.

What is the break-even point?
●

The break-even-point equals the total assessed value
of all residential properties divided by the number of
owner-occupied properties.

●

The break-even-point is higher than the average
assessed value.

●

The higher the owner-occupancy rate, the lower the
break-even point.
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We referred to a break-even point. The break-even point is the total assessed
value of all residential property divided by the total number of owner-occupied
homes.
This number is higher than the average residential property value and it
increases as the number of owner-occupied properties decreases.

The tax bill
differential
increases
with the distance
from the
break-even point

Break-Even Point
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The blue diamond line shows what the tax bills look like now, without a
residential exemption. The red dot line shows the effect of a 35% factor
residential exemption on owner-occupied tax bills.
The yellow star line shows the effect on tax bills for properties that don’t qualify
for the exemption.
The break-even point is where the blue diamond and red dot lines cross. That is
the house value that neither increases nor decreases with a residential
exemption.
The difference in tax bills for those who qualify for the exemption increases with
distance from the break-even point.

How is the owner-occupancy rate estimated?
Traditional, Conservative Methodology:
●
●

Match property address to billing address.
Yields Lexington Assessor’s estimate of 95%

Alternative Methodology:
●
●

Correlate Town Census to property record.
Yields estimate of about 80%
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Cities and towns do not have a mechanism for recording whether the occupant
of a home is the home’s owner, so owner-occupancy must be estimated. When a
community implements the residential exemption, they institute a procedure for
determining a property’s owner occupancy status that can involve a property
owner applying for or proving owner-occupancy status.
For the annual tax-rate setting, the Town Assessor’s Office takes a conservative
approach that assumes properties are owner-occupied if the property address
and billing address match. This has yielded a high estimate for the rate of
owner-occupancy at approximately 95%.
The Working Group’s analysis took an alternative approach to estimating
owner-occupancy by correlating Town Census data with owner records yielding
an owner-occupancy rate of approximately 80%.
The owner-occupancy rate is an important factor in analyzing the effects of the
residential exemption. We caution that both of these methods on this slide only
estimate the actual rate and that ultimately owner-occupancy will be determined by
direct contact with property owners.

FY2017 Estimated
Break-Even-Point for Lexington
●

$1,119,000

●

Alternative methodology
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Using the alternative methodology, the working group came up with a rough
estimate of $1,119,000 for the break-even point, using FY2017 data.

All Residential Properties
Distribution of Property Tax Increases and Decreases
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With this break-even point, 60% of all owner-occupied homes would see a
sliding scale tax decrease.
17% of all owner-occupied homes would see a sliding scale tax increase.
23% of our residential parcels are not owner-occupied . These apartment
complexes, second homes, etc. would all be taxed at the new, higher tax rate.
This would not be a sliding-scale increase.

Owner-Occupied Homes
Above and Below the Break-Even Point
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Looking at just owner-occupied homes, we see that 78% of them are valued
below the break-even point and would see a sliding scale tax decrease. Another
22% are above the break-even, and would see a sliding scale increase.

Distribution of Tax Increases

44%
56%
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Looking just at those properties that will see a tax increase: 44% of them are
owner-occupied. The remaining 56% are the apartment buildings, second
homes, etc.

Owner-Occupied Properties
Approximate Tax Bills with a Residential Exemption
At 10% and 35% factors for FY17
Standard Taxation
$14.50 tax rate
No exemption
$600,000 home

$8,700
delta

$1,119,000 home
(break-even)

$2,000,000 home
Delta

$16,226

$29,000

10% Factor
$15.72 tax rate
$86,698 flat exemption

35% Factor
$19.89
$303,443 flat exemption

$8,068

$5,900

$632 reduction

$2,800 reduction

$16,226

$16,226

No change

No change

$30,072

$33,751

$1,072 increase

$4,752 increase
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Here’s what the actual tax bills for owner- occupied homes might look like with a
10% factor and a 35% factor. A $600,000 home would get a reduction in tax of
$632 at 10% and $2,800 at 35%. The break-even home would see no change,
and the $2 Million home would see increases of $1,072 and $4,752.

Non-Owner-Occupied Properties
Approximate Dollar Impacts
At 10% and 35% factors for FY17

$600,000 property

Standard Taxation
$14.50 tax rate

10% Factor
$15.72 tax rate

35% Factor
$19.89 tax rate

No exemption

No exemption

No exemption

$8,700

delta
$1,119,000 property

$16,226

delta
$2,000,000 property
delta

$29,000

$9,431

$11,936

$731

$3,236

$17,588

$22,261

$1,362

$6,035

$31,435

$39,787

$2,435

$10,787
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All non-owner-occupied properties, including properties at the break-even
value, would see an increase in their tax bill. These properties are subject to the
increased tax rate, but do not get the exemption.
A $600,000 property would see an increase of $731 at 10% and $3,236 at the
35% factor. Tax bills for $2 Million properties would see increases of $2,435 and
$10,787.

Property tax reductions by age group
Seniors appear to have a greater benefit from application of the
residential exemption.
Homes with all residents over age 60:
●

75% of homes with only seniors see a reduction in the tax bill.

Homes with all residents under age 60:
●

55% will see a reduced property tax bill.
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A preliminary review of property addresses by age shows that 75% of
senior-only households will benefit from the residential exemption.
55% of Lexington homes where all residents are are under age 60 will see a
property tax reduction.

Conclusion
●

First step in getting a better understanding of the residential
exemption.

●

Implementing the Residential Exemption has potential to:
○ Provide tax relief to more seniors and a larger number of
residents than previously expected
○ Ameliorate the effects of possible overrides and debt
exclusions on lower value homes but magnify the effects on
higher value homes or non owner-occupied properties
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This is just a first step toward gaining a new understanding of the the residential
exemption under today’s home values, owner-occupancy rates and
demographics.
It looks like more residents, especially seniors, will benefit than had previously
been expected. This is a tool that can be used to soften the effect of potential
property tax increases on our lower-valued homes.

Recommendation
●

Deeper study of the data is needed

●

Policy implications should be examined

●

Recommend an Ad Hoc Committee to explore policy consequences, gather
community feedback, and make policy recommendations to the Selectmen.
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We recommend that the Selectmen appoint a broad Ad Hoc Committee to take
a deeper look at the data, study the policy consequences, gather community
feedback and make recommendations to the Selectmen.

